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Benjamin Franklin once said, "The bitterness of poor quality remains long after the

sweetness of low price is forgotten". Nowhere is this truer than in the realm of

investing. The long-term stability of a portfolio often hinges on the quality of its

holdings. In this blog, we look at why including high-quality, dividend growing

companies in investment portfolios should be a key consideration. From their typically

unwavering stability, to their ability to generate returns, grow their dividend and

lower most risks, high-quality companies offer an exciting recipe for success.

 

Generating returns over the long termGenerating returns over the long term

 

High-quality and dividend growing companies typically offer significant upside capture

potential. These companies often possess strong management teams focused on innovation,

efficiency, and long-term value creation. They invest in research and development,

expanding their product/service offerings and staying ahead of industry trends.

 

High-quality companies have a track record of generating above-average revenue and

earnings growth. By including such highly profitable companies in an equity portfolio,

investors can benefit from their ability to outperform the broader market over time, as

demonstrated by academics over the last six decades. As highlighted in Figure 1, the Wis

domTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF has outperformed the market by 1.1% on

average per year since its launch seven years ago, after fees. This highlights the

potential for outperformance of a strategy focused on high-quality, dividend growing

companies.

 

Figure 1: The WisdomTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF outperformedFigure 1: The WisdomTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF outperformed

since launch by more than 1% per annum net of feessince launch by more than 1% per annum net of fees
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Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg. Period from 07 June 2016 to 31 May 2023. Calculations are based on daily NAV in

USD. The inception date for the WisdomTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF is 07 June 2016. Performances

over periods longer than a year are annualised. You cannot invest directly in an index. You cannot invest directly in an index.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance, and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance, and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

 

Dividend GrowthDividend Growth

 

Investors also value high-quality companies for their ability to generate growing cash

flow and, in many cases, growing dividends. High-quality companies often have a history

of delivering stable and growing earnings and then allocate a portion of their profits

to regular dividend payments, which provide a steady income stream for investors. The

most profitable companies, by generating more and more cash flows, have the capacity to

pay increasingly high dividends. This is demonstrated below in Figure 2. The WisdomTree 

Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF exhibits an Implied Dividend Growth Rate of 14%

versus only 9% for the MSCI World, thanks to an elevated Return on Equity.

 

Figure 2: Higher Implied Dividend Growth for WisdomTree Global Quality DividendFigure 2: Higher Implied Dividend Growth for WisdomTree Global Quality Dividend

Growth IndexGrowth Index

Source: WisdomTree, FactSet. As of end of May 2023. The implied Dividend growth rate is classically calculated as

the multiplication of the Return on Equity by the Retention ratio.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

 

Stability and resilienceStability and resilience

 

High-quality companies are known for their historical stability and resilience, even

amid market volatility and economic downturns. These companies tend to have high

profitability, strong balance sheets, low debt levels and robust cash flows. As a

result, they are better equipped to weather challenging economic conditions. In

uncertain times, investors often seek the relative safety of these companies, which can

provide stability to a portfolio.

 

Furthermore, high-quality companies tend to have established market positions and well-

known brands. This enables them to maintain a competitive advantage over their peers and

sustain market share, even during periods of intense competition. The ability to adapt

to changing market dynamics and generate consistent revenues helps these companies

navigate through economic cycles, providing stability and reducing investment risk.

 

This, in turn, translates into a unique ‘all-weatherness’ for quality-focused investment

strategies. To demonstrate this capacity of high-quality companies to outperform in most

market scenarios, we consider all the strategies (mutual funds and exchange-traded funds

(ETFs), active and passive) in the two Morningstar Peer Groups ‘Global Large Cap Blend’
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and ‘Global Equity Income’ and try to assess how consistent they have been in

outperforming the market. To do so, for each strategy, we calculate the number of 12

month periods where the strategy outperformed the market after fees and the number of

periods where it did not. We then compare the results to the same calculations for the W

isdomTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF.

 

++ Our ETF outperformed the market in 76% of the 12 month periods since its launch in
2016.

++ We observe that, out of the 1118 strategies that have at least as long a track record
as our ETF (that is, a launch date before 7 June 2016) and that have a tracking error of

at least 0.75% to the market (that is, they are not trackers of MSCI World), only five

strategies have managed to outperform more often (that is, to be as consistent).

++ So, 1113 strategies had less consistent returns than our Quality Dividend Growth ETFs,
and five were more consistent.

 

 

Figure 3: Distribution of strategies depending on the proportion of 12 monthFigure 3: Distribution of strategies depending on the proportion of 12 month

periods in which they outperformed the marketperiods in which they outperformed the market

Source: WisdomTree, Morningstar. Period from 30 June 2016 to 31 May 2023. Calculations are based on monthly NAV in

USD. 2 peer groups are used: Global Income and Global Large Cap Blend. Performances over periods longer than a

year are annualised. You cannot invest directly in an index.You cannot invest directly in an index.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance, and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance, and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

 

Risk mitigation and portfolio diversificationRisk mitigation and portfolio diversification

 

Considering high-quality, dividend-growing companies in an equity portfolio could help

mitigate risk and enhance diversification. These companies often exhibit lower

volatility compared to their riskier counterparts, however the potential for dividend

cuts or elimination is always present.

 

This is the case for the WisdomTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF, which
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outperformed since launch with a volatility of only 15%, that is, 1.3% less than the

market.

 

Figure 4: The WisdomTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF outperformedFigure 4: The WisdomTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF outperformed

with less volatility than the marketwith less volatility than the market

Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg. Period from 07 June 2016 to 31 May 2023. Calculations are based on daily NAV in

USD. The inception date for the WisdomTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF is 07 June 2016. Performances

over periods longer than a year are annualised. You cannot invest directly in an index.You cannot invest directly in an index.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

 

By considering diversifying across high-quality companies operating in different

industries and geographies, investors can look to spread risk and avoid overexposure to

any single company or sector. This diversification provides a level of protection

against idiosyncratic risks associated with individual companies or sectors, thereby

safeguarding the overall portfolio.

 

ConclusionConclusion

 

In summary, high-quality companies are a fundamental component of any well-constructed

equity portfolio. Their stability, growth potential, ability to generate dividend

growth, and risk mitigation qualities make them a good candidate for potential long-term

investment success. By incorporating high-quality companies into a diversified

portfolio, investors can enjoy the historical benefits of stability during turbulent

times, capitalise on growth opportunities, and aim to achieve steady returns and

dividends. At WisdomTree, our Quality Dividend Growth ETFs aim to leverage those

characteristics of high-quality companies. With $13.6 billion of assets under management

globally, our strategy focuses on high-quality companies that can grow their dividends.

 

Our ETF is constructed around dividend-paying companies with the best-combined rank of

Earnings Growth, Return on Equity and Return on Assets within an ESG-filtered universe

of companies with sustainable dividend policies. Stocks are also risk-tested using a

proprietary risk screen (Composite Risk Score), which uses Quality and Momentum metrics

to rank companies and screen out the riskiest companies and potential value traps. Each

company is then weighted based on its cash dividends paid (market capitalisation x

dividend yield), which introduces valuation discipline in this high-quality portfolio.

Those steps, in combination, deliver a thoughtfully blended exposure to quality and

dividend-paying companies.

 

Related blogsRelated blogs

+ Looking back at equity factors in Q1 2023 with WisdomTree

+ 4 reasons to consider quality stocks as core, long-term holdings

+ Value, Growth or neither?

+ Beating the S&P 500 is hard! Here is how our core equity ETF did it.

 

Related productsRelated products

+ WisdomTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - USD Acc (GGRA/GGRG)

+ WisdomTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - USD (GGRW/GGRP)
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+ WisdomTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - GBP Hedged (GGRB)

+ WisdomTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - EUR Hedged Acc (GGRE)

+ WisdomTree US Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - USD Acc (DGRA/DGRG)

+ WisdomTree US Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - USD (DGRW/DGRP)

+ WisdomTree Eurozone Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - EUR Acc (EGRA/EGRG)

+ WisdomTree Eurozone Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - EUR (EGRW/EGRP)

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”):Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. 

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA:Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority. 

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. Past performance is not a reliable indicator ofFor professional clients only. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of

future performance. Any historical performance included in this document may befuture performance. Any historical performance included in this document may be

based on back testing. Back testing is the process of evaluating an investmentbased on back testing. Back testing is the process of evaluating an investment

strategy by applying it to historical data to simulate what the performance ofstrategy by applying it to historical data to simulate what the performance of

such strategy would have been. Back tested performance is purely hypotheticalsuch strategy would have been. Back tested performance is purely hypothetical

and is provided in this document solely for informational purposes. Back testedand is provided in this document solely for informational purposes. Back tested

data does not represent actual performance and should not be interpreted as andata does not represent actual performance and should not be interpreted as an

indication of actual or future performance. The value of any investment may beindication of actual or future performance. The value of any investment may be

affected by exchange rate movements. Any decision to invest should be based onaffected by exchange rate movements. Any decision to invest should be based on

the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after seekingthe information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after seeking

independent investment, tax and legal advice. These products may not beindependent investment, tax and legal advice. These products may not be

available in your market or suitable for you. The content of this document doesavailable in your market or suitable for you. The content of this document does

not constitute investment advice nor an offer for sale nor a solicitation of annot constitute investment advice nor an offer for sale nor a solicitation of an

offer to buy any product or make any investment. offer to buy any product or make any investment. 

An investment in exchange-traded products (“ETPs”) is dependent on the performance of

the underlying index, less costs, but it is not expected to match that performance

precisely. ETPs involve numerous risks including among others, general market risks

relating to the relevant underlying index, credit risks on the provider of index swaps

utilised in the ETP, exchange rate risks, interest rate risks, inflationary risks,

liquidity risks and legal and regulatory risks. 

The information contained in this document is not, and under no circumstances is to be

construed as, an advertisement or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of

shares in the United States or any province or territory thereof, where none of the

issuers or their products are authorised or registered for distribution and where no

prospectus of any of the issuers has been filed with any securities commission or

regulatory authority. No document or information in this document should be taken,

transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the United States. None of the

issuers, nor any securities issued by them, have been or will be registered under the

United States Securities Act of 1933 or the Investment Company Act of 1940 or qualified

under any applicable state securities statutes. 

This document may contain independent market commentary prepared by WisdomTree based on

publicly available information. Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of

the content in this document, WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or

correctness. Any third party data providers used to source the information in this

document make no warranties or representation of any kind relating to such data. Where

WisdomTree has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these

views may change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective

officers, directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any

direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents. 
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This document may contain forward looking statements including statements regarding our

belief or current expectations with regards to the performance of certain assets classes

and/or sectors. Forward looking statements are subject to certain risks, uncertainties

and assumptions. There can be no assurance that such statements will be accurate and

actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements.

WisdomTree strongly recommends that you do not place undue reliance on these forward-

looking statements. 

WisdomTree Issuer ICAVWisdomTree Issuer ICAV

The products discussed in this document are issued by WisdomTree Issuer ICAV (“WT

Issuer”). WT Issuer is an umbrella investment company with variable capital having

segregated liability between its funds organised under the laws of Ireland as an Irish

Collective Asset-management Vehicle and authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland

(“CBI”). WT Issuer is organised as an Undertaking for Collective Investment in

Transferable Securities (“UCITS”) under the laws of Ireland and shall issue a separate

class of shares ("Shares”) representing each fund. Investors should read the prospectus

of WT Issuer (“WT Prospectus”) before investing and should refer to the section of the

WT Prospectus entitled ‘Risk Factors’ for further details of risks associated with an

investment in the Shares.  

Notice to Investors in Switzerland – Qualified Investors Notice to Investors in Switzerland – Qualified Investors 

This document constitutes an advertisement of the financial product(s) mentioned

herein.  

 

The prospectus and the key investor information documents (KIID) are available from

WisdomTree’s website:  https://www.wisdomtree.eu/fr-ch/resource-library/prospectus-and-

regulatory-reports 

 

Some of the sub-funds referred to in this document may not have not been registered with

the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (“FINMA”). In Switzerland, such sub-

funds that have not been registered with FINMA shall be distributed exclusively to

qualified investors, as defined in the Swiss Federal Act on Collective Investment

Schemes or its implementing ordinance (each, as amended from time to time). The

representative and paying agent of the sub-funds in Switzerland is Société Générale

Paris, Zurich Branch, Talacker 50, PO Box 5070, 8021 Zurich, Switzerland. The

prospectus, the key investor information documents (KIID), the articles of association

and the annual and semi-annual reports of the sub-funds are available free of charge

from the representative and paying agent. As regards distribution in Switzerland, the

place of jurisdiction and performance is at the registered seat of the representative

and paying agent. 

For Investors in France: For Investors in France: 

The information in this document is intended exclusively for professional investors (as

defined under the MiFID) investing for their own account and this material may not in

any way be distributed to the public. The distribution of the Prospectus and the

offering, sale and delivery of Shares in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law.

WT Issuer is a UCITS governed by Irish legislation, and approved by the Financial

Regulatory as UCITS compliant with European regulations although may not have to comply

with the same rules as those applicable to a similar product approved in France. The

Fund has been registered for marketing in France by the Financial Markets Authority

(Autorité des Marchés Financiers) and may be distributed to investors in France. Copies

of all documents (i.e. the Prospectus, the Key Investor Information Document, any

supplements or addenda thereto, the latest annual reports and the memorandum of

incorporation and articles of association) are available in France, free of charge at

the French centralizing agent, Societe Generale at 29, Boulevard Haussmann, 75009,

Paris, France. Any subscription for Shares of the Fund will be made on the basis of the

terms of the prospectus and any supplements or addenda thereto. 
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For Investors in Malta: For Investors in Malta: This document does not constitute or form part of any offer or

invitation to the public to subscribe for or purchase shares in the Fund and shall not

be construed as such and no person other than the person to whom this document has been

addressed or delivered shall be eligible to subscribe for or purchase shares in the

Fund. Shares in the Fund will not in any event be marketed to the public in Malta

without the prior authorisation of the Maltese Financial Services Authority. 

For Investors in Monaco: For Investors in Monaco: This communication is only intended for duly registered banks

and/or licensed portfolio management companies in Monaco. This communication must not be

sent to the public in Monaco. 
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